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.ai Vector file – Adobe Illustrator required to view

.png Bitmap file (pixels) Web version included - 

 includes transparent background

.jpg  Bitmap file (pixels) Print and Web version included

FILE FORMATS

Logo - positive

PANTONE
CMYK SWATCH
P 114-15 C

PANTONE
CMYK SWATCH
P 112-13 C

PANTONE
CMYK SWATCH
P 179-8 C

C 87   M 16   Y 0   K 52
R 0   G 93   B 130
HTML #005D82

If a traditional Pantone 
ink is required for 
printing: 
PANTONE 2152 C 
can be used.

C 67   M 12   Y 0   K 8
R 57   G 164   B 211
HTML #39A4D3

If a traditional Pantone 
ink is required for 
printing:
PANTONE 2191 C 
can be used.

C 0   M 0   Y 0   K 54
R 140   G 142   B 144
HTML #8C8E90

If a traditional Pantone 
ink is required for 
printing:
PANTONE Cool Grey 7 
C can be used.
 

Logo - Reversed

butlers.net.auUnfair Dismissal 02 4929 7002

Considerations for Employees

         Do I want to make a general protections claim or an unfair dismissal claim?

         Was the dismissal harsh, unjust and unreasonable? 

         Was I notified of a reason for my termination, provided with an opportunity 

  to respond, allowed to bring a support person at discussions related to the   

  dismissal and given warnings about unsatisfactory performance?  

         Have I been provided with the appropriate notice period? 

         Did my conduct amount to serious misconduct? 

         Was I employed at a business with fewer than 15 employees? 

         Do I fall within the High Income Threshold? 

         Was I been dismissed more than 21 calendar days ago? 

         Was there a valid reason for the dismissal? 

         How long was I employed by the employer? 

         Have I attempted to mitigate the loss suffered from the dismissal? 

         Has my misconduct materially contributed to the dismissal? 

         Have I been dismissed for exercising a workplace right, or on the basis of any   

 personal attribute? 

         Was I stood down because of either industrial action, a breakdown of    

  machinery or equipment or for a cause which you cannot reasonably be held   

  to be responsible? 

         Have I accrued leave entitlements whilst being stood down?


